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This interview is being conducted on August 23, 2011 with Mr. Del Schoenbeck at
the Indian Prairie Library in Darien, Illinois. My name is Deb Barrett. Mr.
Schoenbeck was born on December 29, 1931, in Roselle, Illinois. He is a retired vice
president on finance for a consulting firm in Chicago, and learned of the Veterans
History Project through some neighbors in his condo building. Mr. Schoenbeck has
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Life Before Entering Military Service
Del, tell us a little bit about your life just before you entered the service. What
where you living? What were you doing?
I was living with my parents in Hinsdale, Illinois. I was working as a mechanic
for EB&N Chevrolet agency, and had been doing that for about two years after
graduating high school. I had several buddies that I chummed around with, but life was
rather mundane at that point.
You were living at home with your parents.
Yes.
When you went into the service, how old were you?
Twenty years old.I had turned 20 the December before I went into the service.
So this was 19 …
1952.
Because your birthday was in December.
Right.
Were you drafted? Did you enlist?
I was drafted. I was ready to enlist in the marines with a cousin, and as I got
thinking about it, I said, “Gee, he‟s going to be in three years” at that time “as an enlistee.
I might get out in two. He might be blowing a year.” So I reneged on it and waited for
the draft, which came very shortly thereafter. We both went in about the same time.
How did your parents feel about your going into the service?
Oh, they were very apprehensive because, from my dad‟s family, I was the only
guy they could remember who was going into the military at that point. My father had
not, none of his relatives had been in the military. You generally had family who had
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somebody in the first world war or the second world war or whatever. But our family
had not. So they were very apprehensive. And, of course, mothers don‟t like to see their
little boys go off to war anyway.
That’s true! So you were drafted into the Army.
Right.

Induction and Basic Training
Where were you inducted?
I was inducted in the old post office building downtown. But our draft board was
in Wheaton. It was a little office building in Wheaton. And as I recall – we‟re going
back a lot of years – we met in Wheaton for some indoctrination. But I don‟t think it was
the day we were inducted. The day we were inducted I think we went downtown on the
train, down to Chicago, to the old post office building. That‟s where they inducted us
and sent us by train out to FortSheridan.
A regular train?
I think it was called the NorthShore. I think it was an electric train at that point.
We stayed out at FortSheridan for four or five days. They outfitted us with clothes and so
forth.
You said your family had no history in the military. So, when you got there and you
were inducted, tell us what it was like.
Well, it was shocking because I might say that was the first time I was away from
home.
That makes a difference.
And it turns out that I really was a homesick nut. I really missed home. Later on,
even, when I went to school and so forth I got homesick. Every time I left home I got
homesick. I think I still would get homesick!
But it was a real shock. You didn‟t know what you were heading toward and
what was going to happen. But I had taken the attitude that I was there for two years and
I was going to give them what I should give them – my best – and I was going to try to
get out of it whatever I could get out of it. And no matter what I did I was not going to
lengthen or shorten it, so I might as well enjoy what I could in two years. I had a „go
with the flow‟ attitude.
So you got off the train downtown and they took you by bus?
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No, by the NorthShore train.
You took the NorthShore train and you got off right at FortSheridan. What was the
first thing you saw when you got there?
A screaming sergeant! And a bus.
He told you that you weren’t at home anymore!
Right.
What was he screaming?
Just “Line up, line up,” and so forth; where to go, to get in the bus, no talking. So
you couldn‟t talk to your buddy next to you. Immediately it was starting to control your
life – by the minute.
So you got on the bus. And the bus took you to …
To the barracks area. And, as I recall, they assigned us bunks in the barracks.
What did your barracks look like?
They were the typical light tan buildings with no finish on the inside, with rows of
double-deck beds on each side – you walked down the middle – and a washroom on one
end of the building.
Did you pick the bed you wanted?
No. You were assigned. Everything from that point forward you were assigned
to. You picked nothing! Even your food was assigned to you.
So you got your bed. Did you have a top bunk or a bottom bunk?
I had a top bunk.
I guess the sergeant told you how he expected his barracks to be kept?
Right. To keep it clean, and it was never done well enough. Then they would tell
you to make up your bed, put your other clothes or whatever else away and how to pack
up your civilian clothes to get them ready to send home. Then they were starting to tell
you the things you had to do, and when we would be going to chow – that you would „fall
out‟ and where you would fall out to, that you better be there and listen for it and so forth.
You marched everyplace from that point on to whatever place you went to.
To be very honest with you, I kind of got a kick out of it. It was a real change.
You had to stop and think – they were doing all your thinking for you. You had to have
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an open mind. As long as you behaved yourself, did what they told you, you got along
fine.
And what happened if somebody didn’t behave himself?
You worked even harder. They found other chores for you to do, like KP,
cleaning the latrines and so forth.
Did you ever have to do any of that?
Oh, sure. I think everybody does. You goof up once in a while, or they see you
doing something they think is a goof-up – when I say they I mean the cadre.
So that first day you got all your new clothes, packed up your old ones to be sent
home. Were you able to keep anything from home?
I didn‟t. Well, your wallet. But I don‟t think I kept anything. I had a watch and a
wallet. That was it.
So you packed up the stuff to send home and learned how your life was going to be
from that point on.
And if you were a person who wanted to run your own life, or disliked having
someone else running it you had a problem at that point. And the problem started right
away. It didn‟t linger or wait. And there were always a few fellows like that. But most
of them were like I was. They knew they were there for the two years; might as well
make the best of it.
So at the end of that day it was lights out at a certain time?
Yes. You have to keep in mind that wasn‟t regular Army life. We were there for
about four days. It was preparing you with your clothes and all of that sort of thing, and
getting you ready to go someplace else, which did happen.
What did you do for those four days?
They would get us out to do calisthenics in the morning. We would do that four
hours and do marching – a lot of marching all over FortSheridan – eat your meals and
that was it. You didn‟t have weapons to clean or anything like that to do. They did have
groups they assigned chores to, like cleaning the latrines. That wasn‟t because you
goofed-up or anything. It was just because you had a job that had to be done. Cleaning
the latrines, policing the area for cigarette butts – a lot of guys smoked at that point –
various chore they would break down into groups and have you do.
Did you get any type of small classes or anything at that point?
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I think we did. They may have had some classes on military law that a private
should know. In other words, things that could get you into trouble. They had a few of
those, not many. We didn‟t get much at FortSheridan.
Did you do any testing to determine where you were going to go, or did they just
assign you?
No. We had done that before we were inducted – when we were brought in for
our physical examination, which was weeks before we were inducted. Then they tested
us, checked our IQ, and you were asked – I still remember the question – „what would
your preferences be: 1, 2 and 3.‟ And I got my first preference. I had asked for the field
artillery. I think that was by luck, because as it turned out they were really hurting in
Korea at that time for artillery men – for a lot of people, but artillery men specifically.
So after this four days at FortSheridan, where did you go?
They took us by train – Pullman car – to Fort Smith, Arkansas, where we never
got off. Some guys got off and stayed at Fort Smith. I think about 200 of us stayed on
the train. No, we did get off at Fort Smith and went on to buses. And they bussed us
from Fort Smith over to Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
Was this like a troop train or was this a regular passenger train?
Well, it was a regular passenger train – a Pullman passenger train. It had pull-out
bunks at night and so forth. It had a chow car that we walked through to pick up our food
and so forth – not a dining car, but a chow car; you had a tray and you walked through
and ate.
So this was not just Army people on here. There were civilians on the train.
No. It was only Army, but it wasn‟t a specific military type of train. It was a
civilian type of train.
How long did the trip take you?
It took us one whole day, overnight – like a day and a half; 36 hours, roughly.
Because every time another train would come through ours was put on a side track. In
other words …
You’re not on priority.
Yes. All the other trains were priority. So we spent a lot of time parked on side
tracks – an hour here, an hour there.
How did you spend your time on the train? Did you know anybody?
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You talked with everybody. There were four of you – two facing two – so you
talked to people. At that point I had met a guy I went to school with from Hinsdale who
was in my class. He had been drafted also. So we‟d get together and chat – visit
together. You made friends in a matter of minutes in a situation like that.
So about a day and a half you got down to Oklahoma. And when you pulled into
FortSill did they take you on buses?
Yes. We pulled in on buses. We just got off the over-the-road buses and there
was another screaming sergeant waiting there for us. And we got onto the local buses.
And he took us into our training compound, if you will, which consisted, by the way –
and this is interesting: When I left FortSill, when I got back to FortSill, I never stayed in
a building in the Army. That 21 months I was in the service, those few days when I first
went in at FortSheridan, and a few days – a month, actually, because I had 30 days to
finish out my time – I stayed at FortSheridan. Other than that, I never stayed in a regular
building.
Where did you stay at FortSill?
At FortSill we stayed in tents. They had these big quad tents that were on a wood
base with a wood frame under them so they stayed together pretty well. We stayed in
those.
How many men were in a tent?
There were twelve of us in a tent.
Did you have cots?
Two-decker cots – I was in the top. Interesting. My first exposure because, keep
in mind I was 20 years old and had never left home – there was a Jewish boy in our
outfit. There was a black – in fact my bedmate, Jackson, was a black guy. We had an
American Indian – Shepherd. We had a Polish kid from Chicago. But it was a United
Nations just in that one …
You had a real diverse group.
Oh, yeah. And we all got along fairly good. Oh, once on a while we‟d get into a
little harangue. But we got along pretty good for being as mixed up. And I wasn‟t
unusual. Those other guys were coming from home, too. In fact, I don‟t think there were
any married guys in that tent. So we were all single guys, most of us having lived at
home.
So this was a little bit of a new experience for you having that mix of people.
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Oh, yeah. Yeah. I had been a mechanic. I had worked with the same four or five
mechanics for three years – went to work everyday, came home every night. It was a
routine. And it was in Hinsdale, which, at that time already was an affluent town; all
white. The only blacks you saw in town were the maids and other workers. So to be
working next to blacks and Mexicans – oh, we had a Mexican in our tent; Solis was his
name. That was quite an experience. I kind of enjoyed it, to be honest with you, because
we had talk of different types of food, different types of cultures. It was very interesting.
Different ways of celebrating things?
Yes. Different churches: Jewish boy would go to church on Saturday night, the
Christians would go on Sunday, and some none.
So you were living in these tents; about a dozen of you in a tent. You were
awakened at what time in the morning?
As I recall we got up at 4:30.
And you were awakened how?
Screaming sergeants!
Another screaming sergeant! How much time did you have to get ready?
About a half-hour to fall out. When I say „fall out‟ I mean to get ready and get in
line to do whatever they wanted.
You were in uniform?
Fatigues, yeah, ready to go to start the day‟s work or whatever we were going to
do.
What did you do before breakfast?
We did calisthenics for, as I recall, about forty-five minutes. Then we could go
back to our tent and get washed up or whatever you wanted to do for I think it was fifteen
or twenty minutes. Then they‟d call you out back into formation again and you‟d march
to the mess hall, which was about 100 yards away.
Another tent?
No, that was a regular building in basic training. And we‟d have our breakfast
there. As I recall we had about a half-hour for breakfast. They didn‟t give us a long time
for eating.
What was for breakfast?
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Oh, it might be scrambled eggs, or it might be on a shingle. But I think most of
the time it was scrambled eggs and toast; cereal. They generally had cold cereal or
oatmeal, whichever your choice was. At that time I wasn‟t much of a cereal guy – I‟m
not that much of one now, either. Once in a while I‟d have some hot oatmeal. But I
enjoyed the egg breakfast.
So the food was pretty good.
It was pretty good. I‟m going to tell you, the food was good throughout the
Army. The 21 months I was there, I‟ve got to tell you I could not have been fed any
better. Excellent food.
And you worked it off by the end of the day.
No, no. An hour later we worked it off!
So tell me what a typical day was like. You got up, you had your breakfast and then
what?
We had breakfast and we‟d probably come out and do some more calisthenics for
a half-hour or forty-five minutes. We‟d march for another half-hour or forty-five
minutes. We then maybe would go to one class – that one class would be disassembling
your rifle, oiling it and putting it back together; how to look at it for defects or anything,
if it was wearing and so forth.
What kind of rifle?
An M1 rifle, which was the basic rifle. And then later we got into the M1 carbine,
which was a little smaller rifle. And, in fact, that was the weapon the artillery carried –
the M1 carbine, versus the M1 rifle. The M1 rifle was too clumsy to be carried by
artillery men because you worked around that gun all the time, and that M1 was just too
clumsy. So that little carbine was much more suited for an artillery man.
And they really stressed your familiarity and knowing where your gun was at, at all
times.
Yes. You wanted to know – when you got overseas – you carried it every place
you went; as much as your helmet. You never went anywhere without them.
Did they do anything special to impress on everybody how important it was to
always know where it was?
No. It would scare the hell out of you when you‟d hear all the firing and so forth.
They didn‟t have to impress us. You impressed yourself.
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So you learned how to use this rifle. Had you shot a gun before?
I had a little 22 I would go hunting with my father on Armistice Day. That was a
day off for him. He was raised in Schaumburg on Roselle Road, and those were all farms
along there. He knew all those farmers, and we‟d start on one end and walked to the
other. To give you an idea of how much training the Army had to give me – I never
killed anything all those years I went hunting with my dad. Because I never hit anything
when I did shoot at it! Yes. I was not familiar with fire arms.
You had just a little bit of familiarity with the 22, but you never hit anything.
Right.
So that was a little bit of a new experience for you.
Yes. Absolutely. Right. Then, when we got into actually firing all those various
weapons, because we fired all the rifles: the M1 carbine, the M1 rifle, the 30 caliber
machine gun, the 50 caliber machine gun, the bazooka, threw the grenades. So we got
into it all. And later on – the first eight weeks of our training was basic training, all the
hand weapons and so forth. And the second eight weeks was a training as a canoneer:
how to fire the weapon, how to set the weapon up, lay the weapon, load the powder and
projectile, how to put the elevation and deflection on the gun when it‟s called in so you‟re
firing at the right target and so forth. That was the second eight weeks.
So you had 16 weeks of basic training. So you had classes on all the armaments.
Yes. Everybody gets involved in, in the Army: how to be a soldier and how to
use the weapons of a soldier.
Did you do live-fire exercises?
Yes. All those weapons I mentioned, we live-fired all of those. And then, of
course, at the end of that first eight weeks of basic training you got through the obstacle
course, which is where you crawl under the barbed wire and they have little explosions
popping off around you, and fire machine guns over your head and so forth.
So everybody made it through that all right?
Yes.
So you were learning how to be a soldier for 16 weeks.
Right. Getting our discipline and regimentation.
During this time were you able to communicate with your family at home?
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We could write. We could write letters. And you have to keep in mind, in those
days letter writing was the communication. It was the choice for communication. I think
maybe I called home by telephone maybe three times in those four months just to say
hello and see how things were going at home. But letter writing.
You mentioned a classmate. Did he end up at FortSill also?
No, he didn‟t. He ended up – there were two classmates, actually. But one I was
particularly friendly with; I knew him well. But both of those classmates ended up in
Fort Smith. The one ended up staying at Fort Smith, and the other one went over to
Germany. And that‟s odd. Because out of the 220 guys all the way through basic
training, about 200 of them ended up in Korea. But out of the three of us, I ended up in
Korea, another one in Germany, and the third stayed in the States.
So did you have free time when you didn’t have to have classes or anything else?
Six days of the weeks – Monday through Saturday – any free time you had, you
were sleeping. Because you go up so early, and after dinnertime you had to clean your
rifle. It was inspected, then you would turn it in – they had an armory where they kept
the rifles; they were locked up at night. This is when you first started out. Then, after
that, you would go on night marches with a compass in your hand and a flashlight in your
pocket. They‟d drop you someplace and say to meet them at a certain point on the map
and you were supposed to find your way over there. So, after you got used to the
calisthenics and you were physically built up – and, by the way, fed up also; not that they
overfed you but a lot of guys gained weight and a lot of guys lost weight when they went
in.
Then, as you got used to that, you were a stronger guy and they could lengthen
that day out – the last half of the eight weeks. Then you would have these map courses,
bivouacs where you‟d go off for three days out in the field. But, you know, it was really
from when it got light to when it got dark. The rest of the time you slept. From light to
dark, and then you‟d sleep.
You said that was six days. What happened on Sunday?
Sunday, if everything went well during the week, you were off. You had Sunday
off. Some guys would go into town on Sunday. I went in to go to church most of the
Sundays. There was a batch of us who‟d go to church. And I would stop in town. And
there was a Cantonese restaurant where you could buy the most for the least, and we‟d
have dinner in town. For a buck-and-a-half you could get a big plate of chop suey. And
then we‟d roam around town, maybe stop in a joint and have a beer. Then we‟d head
back out to the base.
Were you in your uniform?
Yes. That was all we had. We didn‟t have room, nor did they provide space or
time or effort or anything else for civilian stuff. Everybody had uniforms. Yes.
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So you might go into town. Were there any activities on the base?
Well, they had theaters on the base. I did go one Sunday – they offered trips
where you‟d go up to Wichita to a big preserve where they had a bunch of buffalo and
long-horned cattle and so forth. They gave you a tour of that big preserve up there. It
was very interesting. Yes, they had things they provided on base as well as off of base.
But you didn‟t have a lot of time for that. And I‟ll be honest with you, most of the time
when you did have time you wanted to sack out.
You were tired! So you did this for sixteen weeks. And what time of year was it you
were doing this?
This was from August through December.
So Christmas you were there?
No.
You got home?
They let us out, I think it was the 19 th of December they turned us loose. And all
the guys who went to Korea had to be back at Camp Stoneman, California the second of
January.
At what point did you know you were going to go to Korea?
They day we were finished with basic training – the sixteen weeks. They posted
the orders for the guys. You didn‟t know until then, but they told us pretty much from
the beginning that we were destined for Korea.
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Because of the type of work you were doing?
Because of the type of training we were getting and the need for the artillery.
At that time they had called up some Guardsmen – National Guardsmen. And
those guys had been in, at that time, long enough that they had to get them out of there.
They had been in over a year. It turned out when I went into that 623 rd Field Artillery
that I went into was a Guard unit from Fort Campbell, Kentucky. And the guys almost
kissed us when we went in there. They knew when they saw us they were going home.
That was the situation. They needed replacements for those Guardsmen.
So when did you know about what was happening in Korea when you knew you
were going there? What had you learned?
I didn‟t even know how to say the name. I knew very little about it other than a
lot of guys had gotten killed before I got over there up in the north where they got caught
up in that Chosin Reservoir area. And that it had been a battle up and down the
peninsula, back and forth. And that the Koreans were ill-fit as well as ill-trained to
defend themselves. It was an American war. And that‟s about all we knew.
So how did you feel when you saw your orders that you were definitely going?
I had mixed emotions. Of course you‟re scared. I was scared. I think everybody
was when they went over there. But I also knew I was going to see a totally different
kind of world. The people had slanty eyes and yellow skin. It was an oriental world.
They weren’t like people from Hinsdale.
That‟s right. And they talked differently and so forth. So I was looking forward
to that experience – to the broadening of your mind with that.
So you went home for Christmas and told your family that you were going to Korea.
How did they react?
They thought I was dead then already. Mom‟s think their poor little boys are
going to be torn up and so forth. They look at the worst side. But what could they do
about it.
So Christmas was special that year.
Oh, yes. Lots of food. And guys of that age can really consume it! And I had
one sister who was six years older than I. And she had just had their second and last
baby, which was a little girl. And I was her sponsor when I got home. So with my
brother-in-law and sister, my niece and nephew, and mother and father, we had quite a
Christmas.
I might also mention my mother‟s family was a large family, and I was raised
with a good batch of cousins who lived in Forest Park – most of them. There were three
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of us – two of us were a day apart in age, and one was six months older. And we had one
who was a year older and one who was two years older. Those older guys were already
in the service, and the other two were going in about the same time I did. So, although
the family had no military background prior to this, all of a sudden they had a whole
bunch of their children, their sons, in the military. So it became a very party-oriented
family whenever one would come home or go into the military – throw a party for the
whole family.

Deployment and Duty Overseas
So you had Christmas. Your birthday – you turned 21 New Year’s. Then you
headed to California. How did you get to California?
I flew on a Constellation, which was the plane at that time. It had the three tails
on it, four engines. And I flew out of Midway on that and went straight through with no
stopover to San Francisco. And then I took a bus out to CampStoneman.
You were in your uniform when you were flying?
Yes.
Did people react in any way to you?
No. It was commonplace.
It was pretty normal. So you got to San Francisco. They took you by bus to
CampStoneman.
We were at CampStoneman …
I might mention that while we were in basic training we had to take 39 shots in
those sixteen weeks.
Was that in preparation for going to Korea?
Right. So when we got to CampStoneman, the next day we took some more shots
– the final shots. That was about it. We weren‟t on any work details or anything. It was
to watch for your orders and so forth. We were only there two or three days. I don‟t
remember exactly. And then we boarded ship.
So you went on a ship.
It was a troop transport – the General Weigel.
How many men were on the ship?
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There were about 2800 on that ship. They took us from Stoneman to Yokohama,
Japan. And at Yokohama we got off, and what used to be the old
JapaneseNavalAcademy was used for various things by the American military, one of
which guys like us were run through there. We got off in the morning, we ran through a
long building. You got naked right after you got in the building, and by the time you got
to the other end you had a full compliment of your combat gear. You left your dress
uniform at the one end and picked up all your combat stuff, including your rifle, bayonet,
pistol, belt and everything. You were ready for combat at that point.
How long did that trip from California to Yokohama take?
I think it was thirteen days.
What did you do while you were on the ship? Did you have any responsibilities?
No, I had none. But I did scrounge food because I was always hungry. And I was
a very fortunate guy. I never got seasick. So I ate like a king because a lot of guys did
get seasick. So you could have four meals if you wanted it. And I did eat very well. I
was a chow hound.
So you roamed around and met your friends. See, at that point you had a lot of
guys you knew because your whole training unit practically was on there, plus a lot of
other guys. And then they had this thing when you cross a certain meridian …
Like crossing the equator – all those rights of passage.
Yes. Stuff like that.
What can you tell us about that?
That was when we crossed the time line – where all of a sudden you lose a day or
gain a day. They‟d blindfold a guy and put him on a plank and tell him he was going to
walk out over the water and to be careful not to fall off. A real kind of harassing – a lot
of fooling around like that. It was a whole day right there.
Just traditions.
Right. And someplace I‟ve got that certificate that they gave all of us that we
crossed the timeline – I forgot what they called it, but the timeline.
So besides little ceremonies like that, what else did you do to pass the time?
You could read, which I did – not a lot, but I did some reading.
Did they have a library on board or was this stuff you had?
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You had to have it with you. Whatever you did you had to have it with you.
There was nothing provided on the ship.
Then I did volunteer for carrying off some garbage cans off to the fantail to dump
the garbage overboard, just to have something to do. You‟d go a little nutty otherwise.
That was about it, though – a few little volunteer details that I did. Some guys were
assigned work tasks for the whole time they were on the ship. I was not. A lot of us
were not.
The food was good on the ship – not as good as the Army, but it was good. A lot
of guys got seasick going over, early on. And they got over it as the time went on.
So, for a kid who had never been away from home, being in the middle of the ocean
must have been a real experience.
You‟re right. The experience of that that was most jarring was we left San
Francisco in the afternoon, and we were out in the ocean close enough where you could
still see the lights at night. And San Francisco, you know, lays on a hill so you can see it
for a while. And you‟re really then realizing, „Hey, I‟m going a really long way away
from home.‟
And that’s when it hits you.
That‟s when it hits you. Yes. Or it did me, anyway.
And at some point out in the ocean you don’t see any light.
Right. I don‟t recall seeing any ships passing or anything. We watched flying fish
or any other fish that would come by. We would speculate on whether the albatross
stayed with the ship or if they came out from shore everyday to pester the ship. That kind
of thing. Those were the big things of the day. You asked what we did. That was the bid
thing – stuff like that.
So thirteen days and you’re in Yokohama and you go through this long gauntlet,
stark naked at one end and fully ready for combat at the other.
In January.
In January. It’s a little cold at that time.
You were glad to get to the end.
What happened with your dress uniform you traveled in?
You just dropped it. That‟s gone and you forget it. When we were done, maybe
about two or three in the afternoon, and our rifles were still in cosmoline – the protection
stuff on it. So they gave each group of guys an ammo can of diesel oil, and you cleaned
up your weapon – got it all cleaned up and inspected. Then you went to chow and that
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was about it. And you were still cleaning on it at night because cosmoline is just terrible
stuff to get off. It smears around and keeps moving around. But you got that done and
you hit the sack because they told you that you were getting up at 4:30 the next morning.
How long were you going to be at this location?
The next day we left. We got up at 4:30 in the morning …
Another screaming sergeant?
Another screaming sergeant. They gave us each a clip of ammunition for our
rifle, drove us out to a rifle range to zero in the rifles, took us back and said they would
pick us up. They picked us up about 10:30 in the morning and took us to the ship. We
got back on the ship and the ship pulled out …
This was a new ship.
No, the same ship. We pulled out maybe about three or four in the afternoon and
we were on our way to Korea, which took – I think it was the rest of that day, the next
day and another day.
So maybe two-and-a-half days.
Yes. And we got to Inchon, which was through the Yellow Sea. And Inchon
does not have a harbor docking area. So when we got to Inchon we went over the side of
the side of the ship on rope ladders. This was when I thought they were sending us to our
death, right here. Because that, in my mind, always meant war – when I saw those in
movies and so forth.
The mood on the ship for that two-and-a-half days must have bee very different that
the thirteen days before that.
Right. We went to church every morning.
Because it was a lot more real all of a sudden.
And they told you it was. Yes. So very quiet. More sedate.
And when you landed at Inchon and climbed over those ropes …
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Into a landing barge.
What was your first impression?
That they were going to kill us when we landed on the shore. We didn‟t know
where we were going or what we were doing. It wasn‟t, because Inchon was our territory
at that point. But they dropped that gate down and you walked up on the beach,
assembled and they had trucks that picked you up. And you had to find where you went
because there were now 3,000 guys and you‟re one of them going to one outfit that might
be getting six guys out of that whole 3,000.
Wow! So you had to connect with the right person. How did you do that?
Well, they had orders posted and they would call out certain units that you
belonged to. It was all verbal. And you have to recall that they didn‟t have one of those
in those days.
No computer. It was all paper.
Yes. And verbal.
So how long did it take to get all these guys …
The whole day. And I ended up along with a lot of guys going to a camp in
Inchon which were tents with all the tie-downs torn off of them, so the sides were
flapping in the breeze. This was in January. So it was cold. It was cold!
Did you sleep on cots?
Yes. And they had these little diesel-fired pot stoves. And that did nothing
because everything was open. So you slept with everything you had in your duffle bag
on you so that you‟d have some semblance of staying warm. And they had a bulletin
board and would post the orders every morning or afternoon. You‟d go three or four
times a day to look at it. And when your orders were there you knew where you were
going.
Once you got that, you had to wait for your outfit to come and pick you up. When
that happened they would send down for you and you would go to meet the truck to pick
you up – which two weeks, we slept out like that, waiting for the truck to come pick us
up.
Two weeks.
It was cold.
How was the food when you were there?
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That was fair.
Was that in tents?
Yes. Open, cold. Terrible.
Warm food?
Warm food, and you‟d really look forward to that because it was the only thing
that was warm around that place at that time.
What did you do during the day?
Whatever. Whatever. Tell stories. Whatever.
Just to keep busy.
Yes. Walk around. Do whatever. There was nothing assigned to you. Nothing
done. Just stand around and wait.
So this was about two weeks for you to be called to be picked up.
Yes.
And where were you going?
I went to the 623rd Field Artillery Battalion. And then specifically to the Baker
battery, which was the point firing batter for the battalion.
Did they pick you up in a jeep?
No, in a two-and-a-half ton truck. And there were probably maybe eight or nine
of us that were assigned to that battalion. Then they dropped us off at the various places.
Because the batteries were not right next door to each other. There was a little distance
between them.
And what was your assignment?
When I got there – I was trained as a canoneer, all of us were – and when they
saw my background as a mechanic they sent me to the motor pool as a mechanic
immediately. I never got on a gun section. And I worked as a mechanic until the motor
sergeant who had come there – he was there only a short time; he was finishing his tour
of duty. And after I had been there maybe four or five months they made me motor
sergeant.
So you were 21 at that point?
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Right.
You were 21 years old. This was 1952?
This was 1953.
And you were the motor sergeant. What were your responsibilities?
I had about 22, 23 – maybe a few more – vehicles; those big M13 full tracks. I
had six of those full of guns. I had three 5-ton trucks, three deuce-and-a-half, a whole
batch of three-quarter ton trucks, some jeeps. I was responsible for maintaining those,
fueling those and providing drivers for those vehicles. So I had a number of mechanics
and a lot of drivers around the motor pool I was responsible for. I was responsible for
hauling all of the food, all of the fuel, both for fueling our vehicles as well as fuel for
those little stoves for heating – anything that was hauled into the unit.
Were you in the combat zone?
Yes. I hauled all the ammunition. We went into the combat zone. When we
drove my truck into the unit that night, that was where I was one scared puppy. Because
as you drove closer, you hear the sound of those guns going off as you get within that
distance – maybe four or five miles. And as you drive it gets louder and louder and
louder until all of a sudden you‟re driving right up next to the guns that are firing. And
the flash out of those guns and the sound of those guns is just – for a guy whose never
been in something like that – is frightening. Absolutely frightening.
Did you sleep that first night?
I did because I was tired and it was nice and warm. We had bunkers there. We
were underground and it was nice and warm.
You had a little insulation from the ground.
Yes. No wind blowing through or anything. They were tight.
How was military life there compared to what you had experienced in basic and
your other training?
It was tremendous. I was so happy to be in the outfit because you did your work
on your own most of the time, and the harassment – the screaming sergeants – had
disappeared. You had nice guys you worked for and with. It was a good experience.
It was a team.
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It was a team. You knew why you were there, you knew how to do it and you
knew why you were doing it. You had to use a lot of ingenuity to get things done
because being over there parts were always scarce. To get things you needed was next to
impossible sometimes. So you had to improvise a lot.
Can you give us an example of things you improvised?
Well, this was an illegal improvising. We had acquired a jeep engine – a new one
– and I went into Seoul and did some browsing in some of the ordnance in the
engineering outfits and found an old B29 bomber generator. It generated alternating
current. So I took it back to our unit and hooked it onto the Jeep engine and we had
electricity. We had electric lights. We could use electric razors and so forth. And that
lasted until the inspecting general found it! But that kind of thing.
You would take light bulbs from one truck and put them in another truck because
that was the truck you needed to haul ammunition. When you got done hauling the
ammunition you‟d put them back in the other truck because that‟s the one you needed to
haul the people around.
So the vehicles were basically a collection of parts, and you put the parts where you
needed.
Yes. That‟s what I‟m talking about improvising and so forth. It took a certain
kind of mentality to do that. And we got along fine.
Now being in combat is a very stressful situation. How did you handle the stress?
What did you do to relieve it?
You kind of ignored that and do things like the Jeep and the generator. It kind of
felt good to be illegal, first of all. It felt good to be the only outfit on the line that had
electricity. That relieves stress. To do things off the wall. We did a lot of that kind of
thing. We‟d tinker with a lot of stuff in the motor pool.
The guys on the guns did a lot of gambling. That will relieve stress. Some of
them you could tell when they got up to their eyeballs. They‟d do some fighting. And
that wasn‟t all bad. When I say fighting I mean arguing. That wasn‟t all bad. Because it
would relieve them. After it was all over they‟d go back to work again and were best of
buddies.
Some guys tried to do some hunting, which was a disaster. One guy got killed
with a mine – he stepped on a mine doing that. There were a lot of pheasants in that one
area where we were. That didn‟t work out very well.
Did any of those USO shows or anything come anywhere near you?
They did. Most of it was after the war was over. We had a couple of those come
in the area. Terry Moore – was that a little hot chick at the time? She had a little show
she brought over there. And the guy that did – Milt somebody – who tried to bring young
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people along all of the time: musicians and singers and so forth. I forgot his name, but
he had a show over there, too.
So how long were you in the motor pool? You had these guys reporting to you. You
also mentioned before the interview that you had a picture of a Korean guy?
Yes. Yu Su Bong. That was after the war was over. They were trying to get our
military before we all went home – we never all went home, but before the bulk of us
went home – to train their military. That‟s when they brought each one of our sections –
each gun section, the motor pool and the mess hall – each section had a Korean soldier
assigned to them.
So you were in Korea when the war ended.
Yes.
Tell us what it was like at that point?
We were told that – as I told you, we fired 24 hours a day. And we had moved
out of the Munsuni-yi Valley after about four months that I was there. And then we fired
at various places – wherever they needed fire power, we would go. Then we ended up
the last two or three months, we were in back of Old Baldy – in back of the Seventh
Division. In the Mundung-yiValley we supported the Third Marine Division. And then,
at the end at Old Baldy we supported the Seventh Army Division.
Our six guns were lined up. There were three long-Tom 155‟s lined up next to us.
They‟re with long barrels – they get more range. There were two 280 Howitzer unit in
back of us – shells like that.
Three feet long.
Yes. And there was an anti-aircraft battery right next to us. All of this was real
close together. All of that was firing constantly: 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
How could you hear anything?
You didn‟t. It was like living in a tunnel with a freight train next to you.
Did you have any kind of ear protection or anything?
No. In those days that wasn‟t provided.
When the war ended our battery commander was Captain Holden. He was a
graveyard guy, and what he was doing in a place like that I don‟t know. He looked like
he was 55 years old. And he walked the gun line and told us at 10:00 to stop firing:
nothing happens after 10:00. And then stay alert, because you don‟t know what the heck
they were going to do at that point. And he walked that gun line that night in his shorts,
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combat boots, his helmet and flak vest. Just kept walking up, and he‟d stop and chat with
someone. Ask them how they were doing and so forth.
At 10:00 it stopped, like now. Because you‟ve got to keep in mind that not only
our guns were firing around us, but you had 50 caliber machine guns firing. They had
quad-50‟s they‟d set up during the day to hit a certain spot in the trenches. And then at
night they‟d just keep firing like that all night long.
So this was 10:00 at night that everything stopped.
Yes. So 10:00 at night everything went quiet. It was like death. It just – bang!
Unbelievable.
The difference all the sound and sudden silence must have been …
Oh, it was terrible. Nobody could sleep anyway because we didn‟t want to sleep.
But nobody could sleep anyway.
And even the light …
Yes. The flash and everything.
The next day it was like a bunch of jakals running around. Everybody was so
nervous and tense and uptight. Just terrible. Fights broke out. Arguments broke out.
And pretty soon nobody would talk to anybody. And that went on for some time – a
couple of weeks. Very, very hard to un-tune, if you could call it that, from that noise and
flash.
Since you didn’t have all the guns firing and all that was your normal job, …
We ate good. They told us to get plenty of sleep and be alert so that we were not
being infiltrated.
I‟ve got to say one more thing. Shortly before the end of the war, Syngman Rhee,
the President of South Korea, released I think it was 40,000 North Korean prisoners in
back of us – North Korean prisoners in back of us. We think that the North Korean
prisoners had infiltrated all of our line and were calling fire in on us. Because we had
that brand new mess hall we built, and every noon and every meal time they would fire
on that.
They knew exactly where to find you.
And it was such accurate fire. That‟s the time when two guys got killed in our
outfit – when Willie Gaither was killed.
Tell us about that mess hall that you built.
Well, we built it. It had metal cladding on the outside and plywood walls inside.
And it started to look like Swiss cheese about three days after we built it from all the
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shrapnel going through it. Then finally they just blew it up – shells hit right on it and
blew it up. But it was a waste of time and effort. And that went on until the war ended.
We were shelled everyday, and very accurately. They‟d see when we brought
ammunition in and the tried to hit our trucks bringing the ammunition in and so forth.
We felt that there were North Koreans up in the hills with radios calling in the fire on us.
We never could prove it, never could catch anybody. But Syngman Rhee was not a good
word for us at that point.
When the war ended it was a very, very difficult time. I met with a group of guys
from our outfits over there on a little reunion – maybe ten guys – a number of years ago
out in West Chicago. And every guy was wearing two hearing aides. I don‟t hear real
well, but I was saved from that because I was in the motor pool. I wasn‟t right next to the
guns. Their hearing went to pot.
So the war ended at 10:00pm that day. How long were you there after that?
Another six months.
And what did you do?
We cleaned up your equipment at that point. Then they took about two weeks and
they found a spot that we moved to that had a natural swimming pool. It was where a
river had run through rock. And it had cut a hole about six feet deep. And it was literally
a natural swimming pool. This was, of course, in July. And that water ran through there
slowly so that it was almost like a warm swimming pool. And we set up our unit right
next to that river. And we were told to do only what we had to do to sustain ourselves.
And the rest of that time we swam, read, wrote letters and relaxed. And we did, too.
So like R&R in place.
Yes, right in place, for a few weeks. Then they moved us out again and we
started building those tents I showed you in the one picture where they‟re all in line.
They’re all lined up, right.
And looking like a military unit. And we started pulling guard duty. We always
pulled guard duty, but we had a sergeant of the guard and did the formal guard …
Getting more ‘military’ than you had been.
Right, more formal military than we had been. And that‟s how we did operate.
And we would go out on fire missions where they‟d pull the guns out and take them out
someplace and set them all up. And there‟s quite a bit to setting those guns in, because
you‟re almost a full surveyor – you‟ve got to set them right so when you give them the
deflections and elevations they fire in the right place.
So that was a day‟s work whenever you did that. You‟d take two or three guns
out and did that.
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And we tried to do our calisthenics. They had installed shower points – big tents
with showers in them. I‟d run shower trucks twice a day so the guys could get showers.
And really went into all that sort of thing – into regular military training and life. We
went on marches. They‟d make us fill – like I showed you that one with all the junk on
my back – and we‟d go out and march for five or six miles.
Almost like they wanted to make sure that you stayed fit just in case something
happened.
Yes. Absolutely. For example, they put a beer tent in those units. We had never
had any liquor or beer during the war. And there were provisions for it but we just didn‟t
get it. Then they finally – I think it was the Salvation Army – brought trucks up there
once every month, I think it was, and they had a couple of gals on those who would serve
us donuts and coffee. They were trying to make you look and live like a human being
again after living like an animal. I think that‟s really what most of it was – get you back
into feeling you were a man.
Did it take you that long to get that feeling?
Yes. It took that long. It was good.
So this was 1953?
Yes. This was where the donuts were coming up to the front and so forth. That
was probably in early 1954. That was right before I left there.

Redeployment: Returning Home to the States
And when did you leave in 1954?
We left our outfit in February of 1954. They had brought in a lot of replacements
prior to that.
They had trucks pick us up when it was the day of our leaving. And I‟ve got to
tell you, we all threw one big drunk when we found out that we had orders cut to go
home. And that lasted a day.
Now you told me about having a point system.
Yes. You got a point for every month, and then you got a point extra for every
combat month. And then when you had so many points you could go home. That‟s what
determined when you could go home. At that time, if you got home early enough you
could get out of the service in 20 months. I didn‟t make quite that. I got home early
enough to be out in 21 months. I could have been out in 20 months. I don‟t know what
happened, but I got out in 21 months. Which was really nice. I appreciated that.
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You also mentioned having scripts – your money.
Yes. All our money was printed for the military that was in Korea. And I think it
was the only place it was good, because when we went on R&R we traded it in for
greenbacks. And then when we came in on the ship coming home we had to turn it in
and got greenbacks for it on the ship. But where could you spend it! I think I was
drawing like $170 a month by the time I was sergeant and so forth. I think I kept $20 a
month out of that and the rest I had sent home to my parents. We were out in nowhere.
There was nothing.
So when you sent it to your parents, were you sending them scripts?
No. They would get a money order from the military. It was done automatically.
They‟d get a money order from the military, and in my case my mother put it in a bank
account for me. I didn‟t ask her to do that. She was more than welcome to use it if they
needed it. But she didn‟t. She put it in a bank account for me. And when I got home I
had enough to buy a new car.
So you were 22 …
When I got home and was separated.
So you left Korea by ship?
Yes. And we got home in eleven days.
A little faster trip on the way home.
By the way, we did the same thing in reverse. We stopped in Yokohama. We
didn‟t get off the ship, but we stopped there one afternoon and during the night some time
we pulled out. And that was to pick up a batch of officers and their dependents and add
them to our ship load. And then we headed home.
That trip home must have been a lot different than the trip there.
Yes, it was. A very odd thing that happened to me on that trip coming home. I
was a sergeant now. Going over I was a private. I immediately got collared for a detail
to keep the latrine clean on the ship, which aggravated me to no end.
So that rank didn’t have much privilege!
It hurt me, I think!
Another thing that happened to me, I was walking through the hold of the ship
one day towards my bunk, wherever it was. And a guy hollered my name out, and it was
a guy I had gone to grade school with. I hadn‟t seen him since about fourth grade! And
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Charley Zoolis, who lived in Westmont, were reunited. And we spent the day and
chatted.
Did he outrank you?
No. He was a corporal, I think.
And a second thing happened. An older guy – when I say older I mean he was
about four years older than I was – a brother of a very good friend of mine I went to
school with I met on the ship coming back. And I hadn‟t seen him in years and years.
So, you know, here‟s 3,000 guys in nowhere and to meet two guys you know and
have known like that from way, way back and hadn‟t seen for a long time – it was great
visiting with them.
So you had not just regular troops on the ship. You had officers and some
dependents?
They were segregated. There were some officers and their wives and kids. You‟d
look up on that upper deck and you‟d see the kids roaming around and the wives
watching them and so forth.
So you were segregated by deck?
Yes. There was an upper deck and the whole hold of the ship was regular military
and up above were those officers on that upper deck.
So you had assigned meal times and everything?
Yes.
How many men were on the ship?
3,000.
So you had assigned meal times and other than that …
I had to keep my latrine clean! And I might add that when we were standing on
the deck ready to get off the ship – disembark the ship in San Francisco – a guy came up
and tapped me on the shoulder – a lieutenant. He said, “Sarge, your latrine didn‟t pass
inspection.” And that‟s because I didn‟t look at it that day. I‟m about to be worried
about that latrine that day! Anyway, I had to scrape up my detail and go down there and
reclean the latrine before we got off the ship.
I bet they did it pretty fast just to get off.
Yes, yes. It was done by hose instead of by buckets that day.
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And they had a band out there playing for us on Treasure Island. We got off on
Treasure Island. And I was standing on Treasure Island – they had a little ferry boat that
takes you to the shore, the actual mainland. And I was standing there and all these local
people had come to welcome their sons and husbands and so forth home. There was a
whole group of them. I was standing there watching this. And all of a sudden an MP
came up and tapped me on the shoulder with his billy club. He said, “Sarge, aren‟t you
going home?” And that whole group of guys had walked off of that dock already and
were on the ferry boats. And I never noticed! I was so engrossed in watching this. I ran
like crazy to catch up with them.
Well, you said that on the way to Korea that as you saw the lights of San Francisco
fading in the distance, it really struck you how far you were going from home. It
must have been quite an experience to see those lights approaching.
Right. You felt like you could swim to them. And we were up already early in
the morning, preparing for disembarking – getting everything together and so forth. And
we stood on deck for hours preceding the ship getting tied up to the dock and so forth.
Christy. Some gal by the name of Christy was the singer. She was a hot singer at
that time. I remember that name. And she sang all the popular songs. And they had a
band there. We were thinking, „cut the schmaltz; let‟s go and get out of here!‟
So you ran to catch the ferry boat that was going to take you to the mainland.
Yes. And then buses to CampStoneman again.
How long were you at CampStoneman?
We got there about two in the afternoon. And about 11:30 we were on a plane
headed to Chicago.
I have to tell you. At CampStoneman they fed us the best T-bone steak you could
ever think of. It was out of this world.
Was this your first steak since Korea?
No. It was our first steak since R&R. They did the same on R&R in August, and
this was in February. But they had a steak dinner, a quart of milk, layer cake, butter,
mashed potatoes. It was out of this world! And they had warned us on the ship before
we got out not to gorge ourselves, because you would just get sick. So we tried not to,
but I think we all to some degree did gorge ourselves. It was just delicious.
Anyway, then, again, we went through: dropped all our clothes, went through a
building – not as long as that other one – and came out with a dress uniform on the other
end. And had gotten a couple more shots and were checked for venereal diseases. In
other words, your medical and your whole physical being was changed from combat guys
to dress guys. Then they fed us another big dinner like that – T-bone steak; the same
dinner was duplicated.
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And we were out in a huge field in Stoneman. Then they cut us up into segments
of where we were going. Unfortunately the group I was in, we were one of the latter ones
to get out of there to go to Chicago. They put us on a commercial airline. But it was all
military guys – no civilians on it except the stewardess. They had a stewardess on the
plane. We flew to Cheyenne that night, and there we stopped for fuel on the plane. And
they had box lunches for us. And we took off again and landed in O‟Hare in Chicago
when O‟Hare was just a military base – not the big airport.
They had buses waiting for us to take us up to FortSheridan and they wouldn‟t let
us out to go home! Oh, man, I thought we were going to riot the place. But they were
smart. Those shots we got I told you about, the next morning all the guys who had been
bit by malaria it showed up. They all came down with it. So those guys didn‟t get to go
home anyway.
They were isolated.
They were isolated. And the rest of us could go home that next day. And they
had to give us pay because they owed us a couple months pay and stuff like that.
So they processed us and the next day we could go home.
So FortSheridan was where you were discharged?
Yes. Where I was separated. They didn‟t call it discharge because we were in the
inactive reserve for eight years after that. All they had to do was tell us to go and we had
to go. They never did, but they could have. Because they were iffy on this truce.
We then went home. And I had about a month where I had to go back to
FortSheridan. And I drove every day, because I lived in Hinsdale so I could drive up to
FortSheridan.
Did your family know you were coming home?
They didn‟t know exactly when. I wrote a letter before I left Korea and said we
were going to leave in the next week or so and I would see them whenever I got home.
So I did call them that Sunday night I did call to say I was home and would they
pick me up tomorrow. And my mom and dad picked me up and took about four other
guys – one lived in Berwyn; lived in our general area.
Southwest of the city.
Right. And gave them a ride home.
That must have been a very happy reunion.
Yes. I asked my dad at the time, „Hey Dad, do you want me to drive home?‟ And
he said, „You haven‟t been driving for a long time. I better drive home.‟ He was very
cautious.
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Your mom who was so upset when you were leaving must have been thrilled.
She was. She was stone white hair, though, from blond. She was blond when I
left, but she was absolutely stone white. In fact, I have to be honest with you – I didn‟t
recognize her when I got home. She had changed a lot. But she was okay – she just
changed a lot.
Do you think she thought you changed a lot?
Yes. I had grown! I had grown maybe three inches in height while I was in the
Army.
The military had been very good for me. I went back to work as a mechanic for
about six months. I took up the GI Bill and went back to school. I got a bachelor‟s
degree in accounting – in two majors: accounting and management. I have been on the
VA‟s medical care – whatever I need. There‟s nothing major wrong with me, but
whatever I need and the medications I take they provide at a very low cost for years now
– probably ten or fifteen years.
I‟ve got to tell you, the military‟s been nothing but good for me. And the
experience was hair-raising at times, like everything that‟s new and different. But it was
a very good experience.

Lasting Impressions
How did those experiences affect the way you think about war and the military in
general – what we see happening in the world today?
Well, I‟ll tell you. My wife accused me one time of being harsh. And I have to
tell you I think she was right. That I do think I got from the military – a little bit of
harshness. I think I‟m less tolerant of talking about it instead of getting it done.
For example, I think I criticize our government during these wars – these more
recent wars – for going hand-to-hand, don‟t shoot this guy because he‟s a civilian, don‟t,
don‟t shoot that guy because he‟s on our side, and don‟t hit the civilians and so forth. I
don‟t understand that. I‟d fly the bomber over it and take it all. Civilians and all. That‟s
war. And when I signed up to be an American when I was born, I signed up to be an
American. And if America takes me into war, that‟s the way it is. That puts my
philosophy to you the best way. And that‟s harsh. By today‟s standards, that‟s harsh. I
can‟t give up on that. I still have to feel and think that way.
I love this country dearly. It has caused me to be, I think, a very staunch patriot.
I am ashamed of this country today for some of the things it does. One, for putting ladies
in the military in harms way. And don‟t tell me it‟s because they want it. A lot of things
you and I want we can‟t get – don‟t ever get. So don‟t let them do that. That isn‟t manly
to do that, in my opinion – that‟s my opinion. I ashamed of that in this country. I‟m
ashamed of the situation our government has left this country to deteriorate to financially
and otherwise. I‟m ashamed of the government letting these wars go on for ten years – if
you can call them wars. I‟m very saddened, saddened to no end.
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This goes back to you thought to just get it done.
Clean it up. What did Harry Truman do when he dropped the bomb? He didn‟t
say to separate these people – the military from civilians. He said to drop the bomb. This
would save lives in the long haul.
We‟re in a Catch 22 right now with 100,000 guys – 150,000 guys – over there in
the Middle East. I say bring them home. But if you bring them home there‟s no jobs for
them. What a sad state! These are things that really disappoint me to no end.
But I still love this country.
There is one more thing I’d like you to tell us. Before the interview you told me
about the Christmas dinner – Christmas 1953.
Yes.
We picked up a whole group of Korean children – orphans – that were in a
Catholic-run orphanage and their nuns. And provided dinner for them – a nice turkey
dinner – which they really enjoyed. And when they got all finished we put them on the
trucks. We didn‟t have buses there, we had trucks. And they all got sick on the way
home to their orphanage – they weren‟t used to that rich food. We had fed them a big
turkey dinner. So the truck drivers had to rinse the trucks out in the river on the way
home. But it still was fun.
I‟ve got to tell you another little thing we found about the people over there.
When we got all those South Korean people in our unit to teach them, they came
in and ate in our mess hall. And, of course, they had to first be deloused and go through
all that good showering and cleaning. But when they came in and sat down for their first
meal, we had sugar bowls on the tables for cereal. They would grab the sugar bowl and
eat the whole bowl of sugar, then proceed to go out and get sick. They didn‟t know what
sugar was. They thought it was something you should eat as part of cereal. And we kind
of let them get by with it. But then they kept doing it, day after day! They liked that
sweet taste. We had to keep the sugar bowls off the tables. It was kind of interesting. A
real experience. A real experience.
I don‟t think I‟ve ever talked anybody through this whole thing ever before!
Is there anything we haven’t covered yet?
If you‟d like, Deb, I‟ve got four pages of notes. Would you like to look them over
at your leisure? They‟re kind of kooky – I just kind of wrote them as I though of them.
But there might be something you see in there that I missed.
Well, if you don’t have anything else to cover, we’ll close the interview. Thank you
for sharing your story!
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